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December 1, 2003

Office of the Secretary
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
1668 K Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20006~280~

Re: peAOB Rulemaking Docket Matter No. 008

Dear Sirs:

The Public Company Accounting Oversight Bo~rd (PCAOB) is to be commended for its
efforts in preparing its Standard for Audits of Internal Control over Financial Reporting
Performed in Conjunction with an Audit of Financial Statements. The new standard
provides a more rigorous auditing practice as proscribed by Section 404(b) and Section
103 (a)(2)(A) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. These new practices are essential in restoring
Investor confidence in both the quality of financial information and tho trust placed in the
auditing profession.

Glass, Lewis & Co., LLC is an independent proxy and financial research firm that
provides research to institutional investors. In that regard, we rely on audited financial
statements and disclosures that public companies pruvide lo investors and the capital
markets. Our staff has many years of experience as financial analysts, auditors and as
chief financial and accounting officers ann ~reparersof financial statements. From our
perspective it is vitally important to restore the confidence of the investors in the financial
statements and disclosures that they receive I and that the numbers therein be accurate.

Given the audit failures at now infamous companies such as Enron t WoridCom, Rite Aid,
and Xerox in which investors loat billions of dollars, significant reforms in auditing
standards are necessary. The peAOe must remember these sweeping reforms are
essential in preventing future failures and, that lwatering down" the proposals resulting in
a continuation of audit standards as they are currently practiced will not satisfy investors'
needs.

General Comments

Our general comments on the proposed standard are as follows:

1. We believe the standard should set tanh the objectives It Is trying to achieve
at the beginning of the standard. These objectives should assist auditors and
companies in implementing the standard. We believe the basic objectives
should state that (a) internal controls over financial reporting are necessary to
provide investors with confidence the numbers they receive are correct in all
material respects. (b) that management's responsibility is to ensure that such
controls are properly designed and working effectively to achieve this goal,
and that
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(c) the auditor's obligation is to perform sufficient testing of the internal
controls to provide a basis for expressing an opinion to investors as to
whether the internal controls are effective, as reported on by management.

2. We strongly agree with the peAOe that the auditor must perform sufficient
testing of thA internal controls to meet the objective set forth in (1) above, and
that merely testing the process used by management to asses the internal
controls is insufficient to provide an independent auditor a basis for reporting
on internal controls to investors.

3. We bolieve the indapandent auditor should perform the tests of controls, and
not delegate it to another party other than is permitted under existing auditing
standards, such as to an internal auditor reporting directly to the audit
committee, if the report of the auditor states the auditor, and not the aUditor
"and others" are rendering the opinion on internal controls to investors. We

. appl~ud the provisions in the standard requiring the auditor to perform a w3Jk
through (paragraphs 79-83), that describe the nature of tests proposed
(paragraphs 88~93) and that the auditor should "design the procedures to
provide a high level of assurance that the control being tested is operating
effectively. II (Paragraph 102)

4. The illustrative report set forth in Example A-1 states it is the independent
auditor who has audited management's assessmp-nt Accordingly, we believe
it is misleading to investors if the auditor uses the work of management and
others without clearly stating that in the report to investors. We believe as the
proposed standard notes, that the auditor should directly perform all tests of
internal controls designed to prevent fraud. We disagree with the proposed
5tandard that the auditor ohould be permitted to rsly on the work of others in
testing controls over subjective and jUdgment accounts including loss
accruals and asset valuation accounts. Studies of restatements have clearly
shown this is an area of financial reporting that has resulted in a high number
of errors and restatements. Accordingly, we believe it is highly questionable
as to why a prudent auditor would rely on the work of the very individuals who
have time and time again been involved With and overridden controls on
these si9nific~nt ~r.counts. Furthermore, we believe the standard fails to
emphasize sufficiently the need for the work of "others" such as internal
auditors, to be independent and report directly to the audit committee. We do
believe it would be appropriate for an auditor to rery on ttle worK of an
independent auditor who reports directly to the audit committee, provided the
auditor complies with existing auditing standsrd& regarding using the work of
internal auditors.

5. We believe the audit committee plays a critical role in overseeing
management, financial reporting! and the internal controls of a public
company. Accordingly, despite the conflicts it might present, we do believe
the independent auditor must assess the effectiveness of the audit committee
or the auditor will not have performed tests of the entire internar control
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environment and structure. It would be wrong and misleading to investors
when an auditor has not assessed the effectiveness of oversight by the audit
committee; for an auditor to report to investors that all the internal controls
have been adequately te~led.

6. We wholp.hp.::Jrtedly support the proposed requirement that all significant
deficiencies and material weaknesses in internal controls be BOTH
documented AND reported to the audit committee in a timely fashion. If an
auditor identifies such control weaknesses at an interim date, we believe they
should be reported to the audit committee at that interim date and not on a
delayed baGiG.

7, The proposed standard fails to provide adequate gUidance and emphasis on
testing of internal controls over those significant account balances, which
have proven to be a source of constant errors in financial statements such as
revenue, loss C:l(.;CI uals, and asset valuations. Given that this has been a
weakness in aUditing standards for some time, and has clearly resulted in a
risk t.o hoth auditors and investors, we urge the PCAOB to provide additional
guidance on such high-risk areas. We also believe it is important an auditor
not rely on the work of management or others for such high-risk accounts.

8. Management override of internal controls has been a recurring theme for
m3ny years. This presents a risk to both investors and auditors alike. The
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(COSO) report on Fraudulent Financial Reporting1

, was undertaken to
examine what circumstances surrounded cases of alleged fraudulent financial
reporting by registrants of the U.s. Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC). In its findings, 83% of frauds were perpetratod by either the CEO or
the CFO of the organization by overriding existing internal controls. Most of
the instances occurred at small companies in which total assets of the
company were below $100 miJIion and whose audit committee met only once
per year or was nonexistent. These frauds were not isolated to a single fiscal
period and typically Involved Inflating revenues and ~sst!t~. Tht:se tire all
areas in which more stringent tests of internal controls could have uncovered
or possibly even prevented thp. fr~lJd before investors lost, in many cases,
their lifetime savings. Accordingly, we believe the final standard should
provide greater emphasis and guidance to auditors in how they might detect
weaknesses in internal controls, which would allow such an override to occur.
Since the audit committee plays an integral part in preventing such overrides,
we once again believe the propoGod GtondQrd is ~bsolutely correct to require
the independent auditor to assess the oversight of the audit committee.

1 Fraudulent Financial RepoNing: 1987-97 An Analysis ofU.S. Pu.blic Companies. Page 3. Committee of
Sponsoring Or8~"i'.Ation" of the Treadway Commission. 1999.
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9. We do not believe exceptions should be granted from the standard, or any
provisions thereof, for small businesses. When companies chose to access
the capital markets and take money from investors, they also take on an
obligation, regardless of size. to ensure their financial disclosures are
transparent, accurate and complete on a timely basis. Unfortunately, as
mentioned above, many smaller companies have failed in their obligation to
investors in this respect. Previous studies of restatements have identified the
significant number of restatements by smaller companies. For example,
companies with under $100 million in revenue~ !Jilt 48°1& of all restatements
for the five-year period ending December 2002.2 Accordingly, it would be
improper to make any examption for small businesses. However, we do
believe the proposed standard should be more articulate in noting that the
internal control structure for a small business may be significantly different
than for a large international conglomerate. It would be useful for auditorsl

we believe, if this is more fully discussed in the standard, as well as how
those differences tranGlato into the differences in testing of intemal control~ in
different environments.

10. We do not believe it is appropriate for an independent auditor to report on
internal controls to investors, if that auditor has not adequately tested internal
controls over eactl ~ignificant account and type of transactions each year. In
recent years auditors have Urotated" tests of controls, testing some controls
such as over the rAvenue cycle, while testing other controls such as those
over the production cycle in other years: We believe it would be misleading
to investors for an auditor to perform tests on a rotating basis while at the
same time issuing a report that leads investors to believe all sIgnIficant
internal controls have been tested. Accordingly, we believe the standard
should bo explicit in prohibiting teating of contrC)l~ on a rotating basis, or
revise the standard report to clarify for investors in a transparent basis, that
rotating testing was performed.

11. Our experience also tells us that an auditor will likely fail to recognize
~ignificant internal controls and control weaknesses unlcGs they nQve Qgood
fundamental understanding of the business. We are concerned that in many
situations. we have seen junior auditors performing control testing without
adequate supervision. Accordingly, we believe the PCAOB should
strengthen the guidance in the standard and more fully discuss the need for
the aUditor to gain a complete understanding of the business, what are the
critical factors that influence the success of the business, and how they
influence, including from a risk management persr:u~c:tive, the internal controls
over financial reporting. We also believe the peAOe should include
inspection of the reqUired business and technical accounting and auditing
training as part of its ongoing inspection efforts.

2 An Analysis of Restatement Matters: Ru.les, Errors, Ethjc$, For the Five Years Ended December 3],
2002. Huron Consulting Group, January~ 2003. .
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12. The proposed standard provides little guidance on how controls over
compliance with laws and regulations interface with internal controls over
financial reporting. As we have seen in some of the frauds committed in
recent years, ttler~ were violation5 of laws and/or regulations that did
ultimately have a significant effect on the financial statements, Accordingly,
we believp. the proposed standard could be significantly improved from an
investor's perspective if the standard discusses and mandates testing of
controls over compliance with laws and regulations that could have a material
affect on a business and its financial statements, Including disclosures.

13. We arc concerned that in some instances, th@ "tone" of the documant rF!~rl~

more like the auditors should be concerned about over testing rather than
under testing of controls. We also have watched as auditors have had undue
pressure placed on them to reduce fees, and with that, they have reduced
audit testing by undertaking such actions as rotating of testing of internal
controls. Some have argued that the C05t of internal control tCGting groC)tly
exceeds the benefits to be derived there from, Some have argued that this
exer~i~p. is nothing more than auditors trying to UQouge'l companies for
excessive fees. We could not disagree more with those arguments. Audit
fees for the S&P 500 were approximately $1.2 billion in 2001. Investors on
Enron alone watched as the value of their sLock investments plummeted by
over $60 billion. We believe that the costs incurred to comply with the
proposed standard would be but a I'drop in the buckp.t't when compared to the
benefit investors would gain from increased accuracy in the financial
statements they receive.

We believe the confidence investors will ultimately place, or not place, in the
PCAOB will be determined by whether in the future there are significantly
fewer financial statements investors receive with errors in them. A good start
to gaining that confidence will be for the peAOe to adopt a standard that
ensures an independent set of eyes has thoroughly tested the intemal
controls that provide reasonable assurance the financial statements are
correct in all material respects, including the appropriate diselo$ures.

14. Some haVE? also ~roLJAd that the "intent" of Sarbanes-Oxley was that Section
404 would not have any impact on audit fees, given the language that refers
to the audit of the financial statements and internal controls being one
engagement. Earlier drafts of the legislation did not discuss the one
engagement notion. However. in discussions I had with the Staff of the
Senate Danking Committo~during the drafting of the legislation, they stated a
desire to replicate what had been done in the early 1990's in the legislation
reQuirinQ audits of internal controls of financial institutions. That provided the
foundation for the drafting of Section 404. However, the Financial Executives
International pushed for language that would result in the audit of the financial
statements and the i::Iuuil 0" intenlal controls being performed as (;me
engagement. I also recall discussing this with the Senate Banking Staff and
recall that $n long as an appropriate audit of BOTH the financial statements
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and internal controls was done, whether it is one or two engagements was
not significant. Howeverr it was very clear to me at the time that the intent of
the legislation was to result in a mandate similar to that in the legislation for
financial irlslitutions. As a re~ult, I believe the intent of the IcgiGlation waG to
ensure that an audit was performed of internal controls of sufficient scope to
ensure the internal controls were in fact operating effectively. not just an audit
of the process management used in making their assessment.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the PCAOB'5 propmst:rJ Qudiling $l"ndard
and its efforts to improve the quality of audits and financial statements. Our comments
regarding the proposed stand;ard as a whole follow below

Specific Comments

1. Is it appropriate to refer to the auditor's attestation of management's assessment of
the e::rrectiveneS5 of internesl control over financial reporting 3S the audit of intarnal control
over financial reporting?

Yes - For an auditor to be able to attest to any assertion, an Bud" of management's
assertion has to be made; therefore! the terms Ilaudit'l and Rettestation" essentially
become interchangeable. However~ it i:s imperaUve tl7B auditor test~ the internal controls
and notjust the process management uses in assessing the design and effectiveness of
the controls,

2. Should the auditor be prohibited from performing an audit of internal control over
financial reporting without also performing an audit of the financIal statements?

Yes - Gwen the enormous finano;alloss9S ofpast sudit failures, continuing to allow
piece-meal audits does not give a complete view into the entire happenings at a
company, Instances where we now know that there were material weaknesses in
internal controls, including Rite Aid! Xerox, and WoridCom, to name a few, cost investors
billions when 8 lack of effective internal controls contribufed to false and misleading
financIal statement::; bf:1iflfj provided to ;nvestors and regulators. Neither the audit of
internal controls nor the audit of the finanoial statements should be petfonned in
isolation. Withnllt the additional financial statement auditl the true effectiveness of the
internal controls (e.g., the acouracy of reporled amounts) is not known. Discrepancies
identified during the financial statement audit are an indication of the quality and
efficiency of the internal controls,

o. Rather than requiring the auditor to also complete an audit of the fin~nr.j::il ~t~tp.mp-nt~,

would an appropriate alternative be to require the auditor to perform work with regard to
the financial statements comparable to that reqUired to complete the financial statement
audit?

See answer tv question 2 above, If an auditor would be required to perform essentially
the same procedures on the financial statements for an audit of internal controls as for
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an audit of the financial statements, the company would be duplicating efforts- an
impracticable and costly alternetive no company would likely choose.

Question regarding the costs and benefits of internal control:

4. Does the 8oarrf'~ J'}roposed standard give appropriate consideration to how internal
control is implemented in, and how the audit of internal control over financial reporting
should be conducted atl smalf and medium-sized issuers?

We believe ffbeefing up" the discussion of how differences in business enterprises,
including differenoes in sizo} affeot the intGrnal controls, internal control envjronm~nt, the
assessment process used by management, etc could enhance the standard. Since the
proposed standard allows 8 large degree of auditorjudgment in determining what
evidence is sufficient, significant variations are still possible and can be sUbject to
interpretation for individual companies. As previously mentioned, a significant number of
frauds involvIng financial rf;1purlif,g OGGur at sl17811 and medium-sixed companies.
COSO's study ofFraudulent Financial Reporting concluded! "The relatively small 'size of
fraud companies SlJagp..~t.~ that the inability or even unwillingness to implement cost
effective internal controls may be 8 factor affecting the likelihood of financial statement
fraud (e.g.) override of controls is easier). # In other words} since fraud often happens at
small and medJUm"sized companies! controls at small r:J.fUj r,,~uiur,,-~iLed cOH1panies are
just as (if not more) important and should be given the same scrutiny as larger
companies although different methods may be need~d to do so.

Question regarding the audit of internal control over financial reporting:

5. Should the Board, generally or in this proposed standard, specify the level of
competence and training of the audit pct30nnel that is necessary to perform specified
auditing procedures effectively? For example, it would be inappropriate for a new,
Ine)Cperienced auditor to have primary responsibility for conducting interviews of a
company's senior management about possible fraud.

Yes - Each aud;( firm should individually d~t~ff"il1e the r:;ornpetel1c:e, training, and
supervision of its own audit personnel in accordanoe with its risk assessment of the
engagement and standard practices aCGorrling to AU 150. However, the standard on
auditing internal controls should be expanded to ensure that the auditors at all/evels
(and especially the ones actually performing the work) understand the indust~ business
transactions of the company under audit! its business risks! and how internal controls
should work in that business. This Sl10uld inolude training, work review! and supervision
of audit procedures. An examplo of how imperative adQquat9 business risk training can
be found in the SEC's Litigation Release 48372 in which the lead audit partner was
implicated in an audit failure for ~trecklessly failing to plan and supefVise.. .audits ". 3 In
that ease, the entire audit team was new to the engagement except for the partner. Due
to their inexperience and lack ofsupervision. certain necessary audit procedures were

:J http://www.sec.gov/liri.p.arion!opinion:;;/34..48372.htm
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misapplied Bnd the staff did not have the knowledge to exercise professional skepticism.
The result: a material misolassification and material misstatement in the financial
statements that was undetected.

Questions regarding evaluation of management·s assessment:

6. Is the scope of the audit appropriate in that it requires the auditor to both evaluate
management's assessment and obtain, directly, evidence about whether internal control
over financial reporting is effective?

Yes - Evaluuting menagemQnf's assessment a/ona is not 8IJfficip.nt. By requiring both
evaluations, the auditor obtains evidence about whether management is competent, has
integrity and that internal controls over financial reporting are effective.

7. Is it appropriate that the Board has provided criteria that auditors should use to
evaluate the adequacy of rnanagement's documentation?

Yes - The rp.f71Jirements reinforce for auditors and management how critical welf
designed internal controls are to quality financial reporting.

8. Is it appropnate to state that Inadequate dUl;urnentation is an intemal control
deficiency, the severity of which the auditor should evaluate? Or should inadequate
dooumentation automatically rise to the levQI of signifi('.~nt rJaficiency or material
weakness in internal control?

Yes -Inadequate documentation is consistent with the definition of an internal control
~eficiency. Our experience has shown, especially in businesses with international
vperations, that a lack of consistent documentation for Qmployees, and/or B lack of
training, results in deficiencies in the effectiveness of internal controls. If there is a lack
of documentation of internal controls. we believe it is likely that at least some employees
will not fUlly understand and perform the functions necessary for controls to work
properly. In those instances} a lack of documentation of controls also results in a lack of,
accountability within the organizatiun In (act, we believe much of the uproar among
companies having to undergo testing of internal controls, is caused by a failure of
compsnies to adequately rln(:lJment and/or update their documentation of internal
controlsl thereby resulting in a lack of reasonable controls in some instances, and the
need to incur costs that should have been incurred all along to provide for reasonable
controls over financial reporling.

Questions regarding obtaining an understanding of int@rnal control over financial
reporting:

9. Are the objectives to be achieved by performing walkthroughs sufficient to reqUire the
performance of walkthroughs?
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Yes - Independently performing walkthroughs of control activities is one of the strongest
fOnTIs of BUdd evidence that cannot be obtained through documentatIon or reliance on
the work of others. We strongly applaud the PCAOB for adopting this requirement.

10. Is it appropriate to require that the walkthrough be performed by the auditor himself
or herself, rather than allowing the auditor to use walkthrough procedures performed by
management, internal auditors, or others?

Unequivocally yes - see f:jbUVf::J.

Que~tion regarding testing operation effectiveness:

11. Is it appropriate to require the auditor to obtain evidence of the effectiveness of
controls for all relevant assertions for all significant accounts and disclosures every year
or may the auditor use some of the audit evidence obtained in previous years to support
his or her current opinion on management's assessment?

The auditor will be required to report on the effectiveness of internal controls as ofa date
in a year. Accordingly} the auditor should petform sufficient testing during the relevant
period to ensure the controls are effective at the specified point in time. }t would be
extrerrlefy Iflisleadif7g to ;nvestors to rBporl on the effectivenoss of oontrols as of a date,
if;n fact those controls had not been tested during the year. As a result, Itrotating
testing" of Gantm/fl, whereby only a portion of the internal controls are tested each year
should be explicitly prohibited in the final standard. If testing of internal controls is
permitted and performed on a rotating basis in the final standard, that should also be
requ;red to be communicated In the auditor's r~purl.

Question$ regarding using the work of management and others:

12. To what extent should the auditor be permitted or required to use the work of
management and others?

Using the work of other~ should only be pormittod to the extent thGS9 procsdul"9s would
be permitted in a financial statement audit. The crux of the audit is to have an
independent external opinion formed by examining the controls themselves. When
reliance on management's work is allowed1 management is effectively providing the
opinion on that portion of the audit. Investors would hardly consider this to be an
independent audit or report.

13. Are the three c~tegories of contrnl~ ~nd the extent to which the auditor may rely on
the work of others appropriately defined?

The categories are appropriately defmed. However, as prevIously noted, we believe the
proposed standard provides for too much reliance on the use ofmanagement or others}
except with respect to en internal audit funotion that ;s technically competent and that
reporls direotly to the audit committee.
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14. Does the proposed standard give appropriate recognition to the work of internal
auditors? If not does the proposed standard place too much emphasis and preference
on the work of internal auditors or not enough?

See be/ow #15.

15. Is the flexibility in determining the extent of reperformance of the work of others
appropriate, or should the auditor be specifically required to reperform a certain level of
work. (for example, reperform tests of all :siynificant accounts or reperform every test
performed by others that the auditor intends to use)?

If an auditor plans to rely completely on a test for the opinion, the auditor should be
required to have performed or at least adequately re-performed the test to an
appropriate extent. Existing audit standards provide approprfate guidance with resp~r.;l

to the reliance on the work of internal auditors. We do not believe any reliance sl10uld be
placed on the testing performod by individuals who are not ;ndep@ndsnf within t?-xistina
aUditing literature if the report states it is the report of an independent auditor.

16. Is the requirement for the auditor to obtain the principle evidence. on an overall
basis, through his or her own work the appropriate benchmark for the amount of work
that is required to be perforrnt::d by the auditor?

Yes - see ;above #15.

Questions regarding evaluating results:

17. Will the definitions in the proposed standard of significant deficiency and material
weakness provide for increased consistency in the evaluation of np.ficip-ncies? How can
the definitions be improved?

Yes ~ Providing three levels ofdeficiency definition is an improvement on reportable
condition and material weakness as used in the existing Auditing Standards Board
guidfin(if:!. However, one of the problem3 in the past has been that auditors have fai/Qd
to report even material weaknesses until shortly before or after they were terminated.
As 8 rp..t;lJit, the PCOAB should consider and assess whether the new standard will) in
fact improve the likelihood that once deficiencies are identified, they will actually be
reponed to the audit commfffee on 8 timely basis.

18. Do the examples in Appendix D of how to apply these definitions in various
scenarios provide helpful guidance? Are there othp.r ~pecifjc examples that commenters
could suggest that would provide further interpretive help?

Yes - For example, in the Warldeom casel a fack of timely and periOdic reconcifiation of
intercompany accounts did contribute to errors in the financial statements.

19. Is it necessary for the auditor to evaluate the severity of all identified internal control
deficiencies?
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Yes -In order to determine that an identified internal control deficiency;s neither a
significant deficiency nor a material weakness, its severity must be determined.
Appropriate classificatiofl wuuld not otherwise be possible.

.20. Is it appropri:;1tp. to require the auditor to communicate all internal control deficiencies
(not just material weaknesses and significant deficiencies) to management in writing?

Yes - Both from an auditor's liability standpoint and for management's own continuous
improvement, all deficiencies should be communicated to management in writing. The
deficiencies should a/so be requif'9d to be communicate.d to the audit cnmmitfRR
members as representatives of investors, All deficiencies need not be listed in the
opinion, but those findings could be helpful to management and the audit committee in
determining areas that need strengthening or may beoome a significant deficiency in
sUbsequentpenods.

21. Are the matters that the Board has classified as strong indicators that a material
weakness in intF.!rnRI control exists appropriately classified as such?

Yes

22. Is it appropriate to require the auditors to evaluate the effectiveness of the audit
committeo's oversight of the company's external finRncial reporting and internal control
over financial reporting?

Yes - As mentioned in the opening remarks, the ineffectiveness of audit committees
appeared to weigh heavily on the ability of fraud perpetrations and the reliability of the
nrrancial staten1ents as a whole, Tho audit committee plays a large role in establishing
the "Tone at the Top" in an organization. This tone i$ imperative for a reliable control
environment to be established and should be communicated to interested parties by
auditors. Auditors should already be considering this as part of overall engagement risk
and client acceptance policies.

23. Will auditors be able to effectively carry out their responsibility to evaluate the
effectiv&neSi~ of th~ audit committee's oversight?

Yes - Although some have raised the potential for conflict as the audit committee hires
the auditor, that conflict is less significant in our opinion than an audItor not testing a very
material and significant part of the control environment - the oversight function, It is
inconceivable that one could roport on internal controls effectiveness knowina thRt in
83% of financial frauds management has overridden the controls an~ perhaps the most
sianificant control addressing such overrides, is the oversight by the audit committee.
An audit committee, including its financial expert plays an important role in selecting and
overseeing the Chief Financial Officer. As a result, the auditors should test the
effectiveness of the audit r;ulfIlnitlee. This testing :should inolude tho audit oommittee's
process and involvement in handling reports of fraud, the review of the scope of the

, Budit, the responsivRnF!.<;s to issues raised by auditors, and the level of review of related
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party and complex transactions. The review should also consider the role and
involvement of the financial expert. Congress and the SEC would not have mandated
the need for and disclosure of a financial expert on the audit committee if that were not a
critIcal role.

24. If the auditor conr.llJrles that ineffective audit committee oversight is a material
weakness, rather than require the auditor to issue an adverse opinion with regard to the
effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting, should the standard require
the auditor to withdraw from the audit engagement?

No - Either option may be appropriate; however, other extf:lnuAting r.;rr.fJm.r;:ft:Jnce.~ could
make one more preferable than the other on 8 caseMby-case situation.

Questions regarding forming an opinion and reporting:

25. Is it appropriale lhat the existence of a material weakness would roquiro the auditor
to express an adverse conclusion about the effectiveness of the company's internal
control over financial reporting, consistent with the required reporting model for
management?

Yes - By its ve/y definition, a material weaknes:; irriplif::Js 1I1al a significant control is not
operating effectively and should result in an adverse opinion on the company's internal
oontrol. Material weaknesses should be disclosed in order to rrnvirlp. mfJrp. transparency
;n financial information. Subsequent to changing auditors, Rite Aid and Xerox disclosed
in 8Kts filed with the SeC' that material weaknesses had been noted in their internal
control. Had investors known of the weaknesses on a timely basis1 their decisions may
have been different and they may not have lost over $3 bl1lion as s result of subsequent
restdtementt5 and deoreased t3took valuations.

26. Are there circumstances where a qualified "except for" conclusion would be
appropriate?

No - A material weakness is indic;~livf:: lIll!i{ a pelvasive litSk is present that due to its
very nature would be difficult, if not impossible, to mitigate with other controls or
additionsl procedurP..r;:

27. Do you agree with the position that when the auditor issues a nonstandard opinion.
such as an adverse opinion, that the auditor's opinion should speak directly to the
effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting rather than to whether
management's asse33mcnt iG fairly at3ted?

Yes - Existing confusion would be greatly reduced by this change in language.

Questions regarding auditor independence:

4 Rite Aid Corp Fonn 8·K~ November 19, 1999 and Xerox Co.r.p Form 8wk, October 5,2001.
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28. Should the Board provide specific guidance on independence and internal control
related non-audit services in the context 01 this proposed standard?

Yes .... Gu;dolines need to bs Gstablished fluff defin@ how much assistance auditor.s can
provide in management's documentation of internal controls without having to opine on
their own work. We do not believe an auditor should perform t'he documentation of
internal controls, even if management takes responsibility tor that (Jocumentation. We
commend those accounUng (;rms, such as Grant Thornton, that have pUblicly expressed
CJ sirnilar vh~w.

:1.9. Are there any specific internal control-related non~audjt services the audItor should
be prohibited from providing to an audit client?

Yes - An aUditor should be prohIbited from acUny in i:i uVlIsultant role ;0 designing and
implementing internal controls over financial reporting and documenting ex;sting
procQduf'Qs for management. These are services that wnIJlrl impAir independence with
respect to the audit of internal controls over financial reponing.

Questions regarding audito"'s responsibilities with regard to management~s

certifications:

30. Are the auditor's differing levels of responsibility as they relate to management's
quarterly certifications versus the annual (fourth quarter) certification, appropriate?

Yes - Just as the requirements differ at quarlerly periods versus annual ones for audits
of the financial staterflf:!rrl:s, C1 diffeling ,..e~pol7$ibilitywould be expected at quarterly
periods for audits of internal controls. The required responsibility should be lessened
since no 8urlit i.~ being perlormed as of these interim periods. Requiring the auditor to
issue a quarterly audff opinion on internal controls would also require a quarterly audit of
the financial statements. The proposed standard's requirements as they relate to
management's quarterly ceJtification are consIstent with the requirements for reviewing
quarterly financial information.

31. Is the scope of the auditor's responsibility for quarterly disclosures about the internal
control over financial reporting appropriate?

Yes - The scope proscribed ;s essentially the same level of review that is performed on
the financIal statements fur a'f:! uu,.,.esponding p~riod:s,

Summary

The proposed standard makes great strides in improving the reliability of financial
information and making management more accountable for Its processes and
procedures. As an advocate of investors, we hope the final rules wiU not be swayed by
the outory of affeoted parties that the proposal will be too costly and time intensive to
implement.
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The PCAOB's consideration of these comments is greatly appreciated. If further
clarification of these points is desired, please contact us,

Re~s,

~ ",1/\ ~.-:~-,_.
LynA E, Turner '
Managing lJirector of Research,
Glass, Lewis &Co" LLC

cc: Mr, Donald Nicholiasen, Chief Accountant, Securities and Exchange Commission


